Conditions under which the interface of a rotating, layered model can surface and form geostrophic fronts are investigated. It is shown how a simple one-dimensional, reduced-gravity model, despite its oversimplicity, can lead to surfacing criteria and upper bounds on the extent of the ventilation area created by the separation of two newly formed fronts. First a no-surfacing theorem is established under restrictive conditions. Then, by relaxing conditions one by one, wind, coast, and topography effects are investigated and front properties derived. The present search for frontogenetical criteria and ventilation upper bounds, which per se is a novel approach to frontal studies, is aimed at complementing the existing frontal stability studies by offering additional information on front properties. Extension to multilayered and two-dimensional models is briefly anticipated, calling for additional work before more general criteria can be formulated.
INTRODUCTION
Reduced-gravity models continue to play an important role in physical oceanography as a practica] too] for the study of Quite recently, reduced-gravity models have been applied to studies of geostrophic fronts, for which the f plane dynamics have a length scale on the order of the radius of deformation {typically 10-50 km). In such studies the interface at the foot of the active layer is allowed to surface at one or more locations. At each surfacing location the horizontal density discontinuity represents a front. Stern [1980'1, and later Stern et al. [1982] , showed that the coastal front forming the offshore "limit of a coastal intrusion can undergo a variety of regimes, such as dispersion, wave steepening, and blocking. On the other hand the open-ocean front where the interface extends from the front to infinity, a model of the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio fronts, is stable to all small-amplitude perturbations [Pddor, 1983a] . The double-front structure (band of light water) is unstable to small-amplitude, longwave perturbations [Grijfiths et al., 1982] , whereas Paldor [1983b] concluded that .the single-front along a coast is stable to the same perturhations, arguing that the double-front instability is caused by monanee. While these studies mentioned above rely on the hypothesis of uniform potential vorticity, Killworth and Stern [t982] demonstrated that the single front in the proximity of a mast is unstable to infinitesimal-amplitude perturbations when the potential vorticity increases toward the coast. All these studies demonstrate that the reduced-gravity model is an adequate tool for frontal problems. It simplifies the dynamics to a minimum, while it still allows for many frontal behaviors of practical concern.
Beside studies of the evolution of one or several existing Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 4C0989. 0148.0227/85/004C.0989505.00 fronts, the problem of frontal formation remains of interest and requires further investigation. In reduced-gravity models, fronts can appear spontaneously as the interface surfaces and disappear when two pools of light water collide. Oceanic examples include the formation of a coastal upwelling front; the question of surfacing under intense, interfacial, internal wave activity; and the eddy shedding and reabsorption in the vicinity of a front-current structure such as the Gulf Stream. The present work is intended to lay a new framework adapted to such investigations and to answer partially some of the questions related to frontal appearances and resappearances. It is thus a complement to existing evolution and stability studies.
As a first step a one-dimensional framework (cross-frontal coordinate and time only) is retained. The approach focuses on the surfacing problems and on the properties of the newly formed fronts as a result from their origin. First, the question of surfacing far away from a coast and in the absence of forcing is examined. The answer shows that, under quite general conditions, such surfacing cannot occur. Then, by relaxing these conditions one by one, various surfacing problems are investigated, and ventilation considerations are developed. In particular an upper bound on the extent of ventilation (contact of the bottom layer with the atmosphere) is derived in some cases.
No-SURFACING THEOREM
In this section a theorem establishes that, in the absence of boundaries, of forcing, and of prerequisite discontinuities, surfacing cannot occur spontaneously in the one-dimensional context. Beyond standing as a warning, this theorem is useful in determining under which conditions front formation can occur. To explore such possibilities, conditions will be relaxed one by one, and a series of frontal formation problems will follow.
In the time-dependent study of a one-dimensional reducedgravity system, one may imagine that, due to remotely forced, internal gravity wave activity on the interface, the latter may rise and eventually hit the surface, thus forming a pair of new fronts that subsequently separate. The question addressed by the present theorem is whether such spontaneous surfacing is possible. The answer is best obtained by elementary Lagrangian considerations. 
where H(X) is such that hdx = HdX and also such that f/H is the particle-dependent potential vorticity. In summary, two adjacent water columns in a region of continuous flow properties can never be separated by a finite amount, and no new set of fronts can spontaneously emerge.
The negative aspect of this conclusion turns into positive conclusions as one realizes that a necessary condition for frontogenesis is the violation of at least one condition required by the above theorem. Relaxation of conditions one by one will yield a series of frontogenetical cases, for which the same approach as used in this theorem will provide various constraints for the new front(s).
SURFACING UNDER WIND STRESS CURL
A first example that does not fall under the conditions of the above no-surfacing theorem is the case of an initial discontinuity in the Lagrangian coordinate X. Such discontinuity will, of course, occur if two initially separated light-water pools (with independent X distributions) have collided. The X discontinuity resulting from the collision is the seed for future separation and front reformation. Another discontinuity in the particle-conserved quantity can arise from the past action of a surface stress with a discontinuity. Examples are the stress discontinuities at the water surface when this latter is covered on one side by ice or an oil slick and exposed on the other.
In the presence of a surface stress in the direction perpendicular to the x axis of the one-dimensional model (so that Ekman currents flow in the x direction), the governing equation ( 
where the surface stress impulse I is evaluated by integrating r/ph following the particle. In the case of a sudden stress burst (wind burst) this integral can be easily calculated from the local stress distribution. However, such limiting assumption is not necessary here. All that is assumed here is that the stress has vanished after some time, so that the flow is now characterized by a time-independent but particle-dependent impulse distribution !. The variable Xo is the particle tag before the stress event.
(If the stress was applied on a state of rest, Xo would be the initial x coordinate of the particle.) The particle-conserved quantity after the stress event is X = Xo 
v=A(g/H)•/'exp(--•) h--H-Aexp(-•) (23)
R is the radius of deformation (gH)•/2/f, and A is a constant of integration to be determined by imposing the boundary condition on the particle closest to shore. For this particle the quantity v +fx, initially zero, has been augmented by the wind impulse I during the stress event and has remained constant thereafter, so that in its final position the particle is Under the assumption that the interface has intersected the bottom, inequalities (9) and (10) 
